
Detailed guide to swapping FWD BEAMS (Gen 4) engine into NA 
SW20 MR2

Note: I went from JDM 1990 Gen 2 3SGE to JDM 1997 BEAMS 3SGE Caldina (Greytop) but most of the info here 
should be relevant.

As the early model SW20is are getting older, engines are getting tired or blowing up. Either way they will 
eventually need replacement. Options include the tested and tried 3SGTE turbo swap, the V6 swap which 
requires a little more work, then the 3SGE Beamsii engine swap which keeps things simpler. Or you can just 
rebuild your engine/swap a similar kind (BORING!). Some people have attempted to rebuild their engine with 
higher specifications but that requires lots of $$$, discipline and nerves of steel for little return. To those that 
choose the monster rebuild path, I salute you. But BEAMS can beam you there with less time and effort.

 

Fig 1. One on the right is the “greytop”. Notice the placement of alternator. 

Although there is a dedicated MR2 Beams Owners forum, I wanted write up an article that contains most of 
the info you need and hopefully you don’t have to ask around too much (but if stuck you should). To my 
knowledge there is one write-up about how to do a budget BEAMS engine swap by a forum member named 
“Roman” and although it was very helpful I still found it inadequate as I ran into a few blocks. Maybe it wasn’t 
inadequate but I’m certainly nowhere near skilled or mechanically minded as him so I wanted to write this up 
for someone like me who needs to be told almost every bit of detail. 

This is written from my experience doing the swap and my car might be different to yours. Nothing written 
here is set in stone but I have tried my best to write a guide that should make this swap relatively simple 
without too much mucking about so that you can enjoy the wonders of the BEAMS and ultimately the joy of 
sports car ownership.

This is not a step by step guide on how to fit the engine as I got a mechanic to do the job but there is still a 
considerable amount of time and effort in getting specified parts to make this work.

Anyways let’s get started!

http://www.mr2.com/forums/beams-owners-group/


Step 1: The engine

There are 3 options here. See here for more detail - AutoSpeed - Trash or Treasure?

1. Bare engine

If you already have a BEAMS fitted and just need to swap the long block, this is for you. Bare engines are cheap 
as they are exactly that – engines with almost nothing attached. If you choose to buy the bits and pieces things 
can add up very fast, potentially spending way more time and money than it is necessary to complete the 
swap before finally enjoying the car. Despite it being a bit more rare then the tubby or V6, the Beams is only 
between 18kw to 30kw more power than the early generations so you don’t wanna flip the price to power 
ratio.

2. Engine package

Next level up. Sits between bare engine and half cut. Usually attached with all the main bits to make the 
engine runs. This includes crucial things like air flow meters or MAF, sensors, manifolds, throttle bodies, 
alternators, water inlet/outlet, ignition components etc. Potentially the cheapest route as there aren’t too 
much extra parts to collect to get the engine fitted and car running. Still need a few more things but it should 
end up being cheaper than option 1 and 3. This is what I chose and I think it’s the best option. Make sure you 
confirm with the wrecker/importer that it has everything still attached including the air box. This will be the 
main focus of this article.

3. Half cut

Initially very expensive but everything is there for you. All the parts are available from reference from the 
donor car as well. This is the least painful in terms parts searching. Unless you scored a Revision 5 SW20 G-
Limited (perfect, straight swap you lucky bastards), there are still certain parts to get. Mostly likely you are 
buying a Celica half cut or Caldina half cut which I think the latter is more common. Because it’s coming from a 
FWD car, not a lot of parts can be used besides the engine so you will have to sell or get rid of the remaining 
parts.

Whatever path you choose, these are minimum components from the engine to make it work:

• Uncut engine Loom/wiring
• ECU
• Electronics

o Air flow meter. Shares the same with 1MZ-FE motor
o O2 sensor
o Water temp sensor. Shares with first gen Toyota Yaris/Echo 1999-2004
o Throttle position sensor. Prado TPS seems to work too.
o Knock sensor
o Oil pressure sensor
o All other sensors normally attached

• Ignition system – Beams uses coil packs so each spark plug has one
• Fuel lines – Chances are the donor engine is FWD setup so you will need to fabricate to suit your car.
• Air box – The AFM is attached to the air box so it’s useful to use it as a template when you make the 

AFM adapter. If the donor engine is from a Rev 5 SW20 grab all the intake parts!!

Optional

http://www.autospeed.com/cms/A_110616/article.html


• Beams SW20 Intake pipe (optional)
• Alternator bracket (if FWD engine) – If you decide to keep the alternator in FWD position

Fig 2. A nice clean swap. Notice the stock Beams air box complete with resonator (there’s only one vs two for 
the Gen 2/3)

Source: 

Buying local is best in my opinion as you are dealing with someone nearby and issues can be sorted out 
without too much hassle. Maybe it’s just me but I’m a little uncomfortable handling 2k+ internationally but 
many people have had great success. Importers (Australian) that regularly stock Beams engines that I 
remember when I did my engine was:

• SSS Automotive – I got my engine from here. 30 day warranty and I was happy with the customer 
service. 

• Rolin Automotive Imports – Usually sell half cuts
• Ichiban Imports – Saw bare engines from here
• Toyo Spares

Also don’t sell your old engine off just yet as you may still need a few things.

Now the big question: Redtop or Greytop (intake plenum)?

General consensus from the forums and people who have cracked open the internals all agree that the engines 
are identical. The difference here is that the Greytop has 2 built in catalytic converters which rob 7kw or 10hp. 
People have also mentioned the ECU for A/T and M/T being different but they can definitely be used 
interchangeably. The rev limiter is also the same. The final question is then whether there is any difference in 
power. About 97% agree they are both identical. As of April 2013 no one has actually recorded a dyno test on 



both ECUs with all things being equal and posted the results. Since I have both ECUs handy I will try this at the 
next dyno day and update this article afterwards.

NOTE!!!: There is also a greytop that came in the RAV4 with only 180hp and a rev limiter of 6600 with lower 
compression. So if the chassis code begins with “SXA” then run the other way!! (thanks Protok for reminding 
me). There is also a blacktop 3SGE that has dual VVTi but it is RWD configuration and will not fit the SW20 
without a bit of work.

So get the redtop if you can but I settled for a greytop because redtops were too rare. It just means I’ll have to 
deal with the manifold at a later stage. Plus all greytops are auto meaning they should be less thrashed then 
the manual counterpart.

Gearbox

Won’t go into too much detail here but your old S54 gearbox will mount up fine. The S54 gearbox is a strong 
gearbox. If you bought a manual redtop half cut and scored an LSD gearbox then you should be able to swap 
the bell housings and mountings from the MR2. 

Step 2: Parts to swap over on the Beams engine

• All old engine mounts
• SW20 Gen 3/4iii 3SGE Water outlet and outlet housing – Usually one-piece unless you’re buying brand 

new. Gen 3 has a “gauge” sensor which the Beams combine into one 3 wire plug.
• Tacho signal adaptor. MSD 8920 or Dakota Digital SD/SGI-8 is commonly used. Or save money and 

make one yourself. There is a Toy Mods article on this.
• Front exhaust pipe: the 2-1 section from exhaust manifold to catalytic converter otherwise known as 

the b-pipe. Source from Gen 3, 4 or custom. Note: Gen 3 will be slightly restrictive but it will fit.
• Old A/C parts (if you want A/C)
• Old crankshaft pulley

Fig 3. Gen 2 b-pipe. This will not fit the Beams exhaust manifold, redtop or greytop.



At this stage all the major components have been bought and you can begin the swap. You’ll definitely want to 
give the engine a service before putting everything in. Assuming you bought a decent engine from a reputable 
wrecker, there should be no need to take the engine apart unless you have money to burn.

Recommended service parts:

• NGK BKR6EP11 (copper) or platinum/Iridium equivalent – note the Beams has a 1.1mm gap as 
opposed to Gen 2/3 3SGE 0.8mm

• 13568-80015 – Timing belt .This is a BEAMS specific part
• 1610079225 – Water pump. Same as Gen 3
• Gen 3 Water outlet gasket
• 11213-88560 - Valve cover gasket. Beams specific
• Rear main seal – Beams specific
• Other easy to do gaskets while engine is out such as timing belt gaskets etc.
• Fuel filter – same as your old one
• 90916-03100 - Thermostat – Same as Gen 3
• Change/clean air filter if dirty
• Oil change. Toyota manual recommends 5W-30. According to Protok, anything more than 5w40 will 

affect the VVTi function. In my experience the engine felt less restrictive and “freer” when moving 
from 15w50 to 5w40.

• Oil filter – Same as old one
• Coolant change and flush – you’ll probably need to do it twice a year or even quarterly until there is no 

more rust in the system

Did I miss anything? Toyodiy is a great site to check part numbers.

Step 3: Fitting the engine

 



Fig 4. Note the different belt configuration and the addition of power steering pump on the FWD setup (right) 
in place of the alternator vs MR2 config on the left.

If you are not doing this yourself then it’s important to get a good mechanic who is familiar with MR2s. I 
learnt this the hard way but it wasn’t entirely my fault…

1. Wiring

3 ways around this. First option is to do it yourself. There are links to wiring diagrams on the forums. If you get 
stuck just ask. Second option is to get a reputable auto electrician familiar with 3SGEs. Third option is to send 
your wiring loom it to a guy named mr220v and he will make it plug and play. He’s on the Beams forums and 
does it for a very good price.

2. Fitting the engine

Some tricky things here but it’s easy if you know what they are.

First you have to decide whether to keep the alternator in the MR2 position (lower) or the FWD position which 
is higher. If you are mounting it in the FWD position then you don’t need the stock MR2 alternator mount. The 
benefit  is that changing the alternator will be easier in the future. The downside is that it’s much harder to 
change the thermostat since it will be in the way. Also you have to cut the right engine mount as pictured 
here:

     
This is because the engine mount will foul the alternator v-belt. Don’t worry about structural integrity since 
the extended bit is only used to block a coolant port. This is due to the engine block being shared with the 
RWD blacktop BEAMS so the coolant port is used for the blacktop’s water outlet. 



Now if you decide to use the alternator in original the MR2 position (where the PS pump goes in FWD engine) 
then you will not need to cut the right engine mount since the water plate (extended bit) is there to block the 
coolant port. Looking back I think I should’ve mounted the alternator in the MR2 position as the thermostat is 
more important and a bitch to change with alternator obstructing.

Secondly you need to choose whether to keep A/C or not. 

Your engine is most likely coming from a FWD so you’re going to ditch the power steering pump. This is why 
the belt speeds are different on the MR2 and Caldina/Celica

Everything above here will determine whether you will need to run a pull or push pulley system and different 
belt sizes but most competent mechanics should already know that and deal with it fairly easily.

Clearance – the engine is a tight fit once it is in and the timing belt cover will rub against the right strut tower. 
Some people hammer down the strut tower a little to allow more clearance while others have more creative 
ways around it.

3. Air box

This is where you’ll need to get creative. The Celica/Caldina air box will not fit. One way I would go about doing 
it is buying the Beams intake pipe ($75 AUD new from Toyota) and fabricate a small adapter to suit the AFM, 
then attach a pod filter on the end. You could probably even use your old stock air box since the mounts are 
the same so you wouldn’t need to make brackets plus it’s more secure. Unfortunately I sold mine before I 
could try it. This is just short of buying a genuine SW20 BEAMS air box which is already super rare and about 
$550 AUD new from Toyota.

4. Fuel lines

Most mechanics are able to fabricate a solution to this. 

5. Coolant hoses

Should be pretty straight forward but there are a few differences here to the Beams engine. Again this is 
standard automotive mechanic knowledge.

6. Throttle cable length



Since the engine is coming from FWD, the throttle cable will be too short. The expensive and easy solution 
would be to buy a Beams SW20 cable. Alternatively you can make a custom cable but the cheapest and 
relatively easy way is to use the existing cable but disconnect it from the white plastic retainer on the firewall. 
There should be just enough slack.

BUT! My BEAMS still does not work 

Even after you’ve gotten everything right (or so you think) you might run into a few things. When an engine 
fails to start, the first 3 basic things to check for are:

1. Spark: check the coil packs using a multimeter for resistance. The values should be on the forums 
somewhere

2. Fuel: listen to the fuel pump when you turn the ignition to ON
3. Air: check for any vacuum leaks

One more crucial thing is to check if the WIRING is correct. When I completed my swap I was able to crank the 
engine but it would idle worse than a 500hp dragster (but 1/10th the speed) and spewing plenty of soot.  Turns 
out it was wiring related – my old chassis loom had basically corroded turning the copper into a green-blackish 
colour so the ECU wasn’t getting power. Not only this but my stock water temp gauge kept playing up so I 
thought there were air bubbles in the system. After endless bleeding and flushing I looked towards the water 
pump, head gasket even. Needless to say it was very frustrating but I determined it was the WIRING in the end 
because the engine didn’t blow up after a day on the race track 

And there you have it! 

A Beams swap should be able to be done under $2500 DIY or up to $5000 all labour by mechanic at the most 
and even that’s pushing it. Remember to take it easy the first few hundred km’s and then gradually build up. 
These engines have been sitting around for who knows how long so it’s best to be safe rather than sorry. After 
1 months change the oil, inspect the coolant for sediments and enjoy the increased torque delivery and 
BEAMS induction ROAR.

I just wanna say thanks to everyone on the BEAMS forum especially the regulars that helped me with my swap. 
It would not have been even remotely easy without the help of our small but active community.

Tri Tran



i

i

 SW20 in this article refers to the NA, non-turbo, 3SGE equipped cars

ii

i

 3SGE Beams engine in this article refers to the 4th gen found in ST202s, SW20s and ST210/215 with single 
VVTi 

iii

i

 Gen 4 refers to a BEAMS 3SGE from MR2, Celica, Caldina and RAV4s


